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Abstract
Many multicast applications, including audio and
video, require quality of service (QoS) guarantees from
the network. Hence, multicast admission control and resource reservation procedures will be needed. In this paper we present a general framework for admission control
and resource reservation for multicast sessions. Within this
framework, efficient and practical algorithms that aim to
efficiently utilize network resources are developed. The
problem of admission control is decomposed into several subproblems that include: the division of end-to-end
QoS requirements into local QoS requirements, the mapping of local QoS requirements into resource requirements,
and the reclaming of the resources allocated in excess.
These are solved independently of each other yielding a
set of mechanisms and policies that can be used to provide
admission control and resource reservation for multicast
connection establishment. The resource allocation algorithms we consider specifically accommodate receiver heterogeneity (in both end-to-end and per-hop QoS requirements) by reserving necessary and sufficient resources for
a multicast session. An application of these algorithms in
the context of packetized voice multicast connections over
the Mbone is provided to illustrate their applicability.

1 Introduction
The increasing accessibility of IP-multicast on the Internet has spurred a rapid growth in the number of multicast applications using the Internet. These include audio (vat [14], NeVoT [17]) and video (nv [12]) which, being constrained to provide smooth play-out at the receiver,
require connection-oriented services and the allocation of
sufficient network resources in order to guarantee the desired play-out quality. Unfortunately, such services are cur-
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rently not provided by the Internet and the play-out quality
for such applications has been quite variable.
In this paper we address the problem of connection
setup for such multicast applications that require quality
of service (QoS) guarantees on end-to-end delay or loss
probability. A solution to this problem requires establishing a multicast tree (routing), checking whether or not the
application can be admitted on that tree (call admission),
and reserving resources. We present a general framework
for developing algorithms for performing call admission
and reserving the resources required to provide a desired
quality of service (QoS) to a multicast connection. Within
this framework, we also develop algorithms to solve these
problems. The approach to resource reservation is based on
the division of the end-to-end QoS requirement for each receiver into local QoS requirements at each of the links on
the path from the source to that receiver. A key result of
our work are algorithms which reclaim resources reserved
in excess due to the fact that two or more receivers may
impose different local QoS requirements on a path segment
that they share.
Much of the previous work on call admission has focussed on the development of mathematical models for
providing performance bounds, with applications to call
admission of unicast connections (see[5, 9, 16]). Resource
allocation has been another topic of research in recent years
and various protocols have been developed: RSVP ([21]),
ST-II ([18]), (also see [10, 1, 3]). Although RSVP and
ST-II support multicast applications, they merely provide
mechanisms, but not policies, for performing resource allocation.
Route establishment is an important part of connection
establishment. However, we do not consider it in this paper
for several reasons. First, it has been studied extensively in
recent years (see [6, 2, 7, 8, 15, 19]). Second, we believe
that a good solution to the combined problem of routing
and call admission is one that focuses on each separately.
Several papers have considered the combined problem of

route establishment and call admission of multicast sessions, [15, 19]. However, these works have focussed on
solving a static optimization problem where all of the multicast sessions are known. A solution to this problem then
provides the routes and resource allocation that minimizes
some cost function that includes link cost and delay. The
solution is usually obtained through integer programming.
This problem reduces to the well known Steiner tree problem that has proven to be NP-complete. Our conclusion
that the two problems should be decoupled is also supported by observations in [19] that the cost of the multicast
tree constructed from shortest path multicast connections is
close to the minimum cost solution. Similar observations
were also made in [7].
Our approach to the problem of multicast connection
establishment is as follows: first route the multicast connection (determine the multicast tree) using one of the existing algorithms and then do resource allocation (with admission control) and resource reclaiming on the multicast
tree. We address these latter two problems. The algorithms
are developed to solve a static multicast problem (where all
receivers are known before the session’s setup). An extension to solve a dynamic multicast problem (where receivers
can join or leave anytime during the life of the session) is
presented in [11]. Distributed algorithms for the receiver
oriented multicast connection establishment is the subject
of a future work.
In Section 2 we give a formal statement of the problem. A decomposition of the problem is found in Section 3
along with a number of alternative solutions to each subproblem. Section 4 illustrates the effectiveness of our algorithms in the context of packetized voice multicast applications with a packet loss constraint running on a network
in which generalized processor sharing policies are used
as the link schedulers. The paper concludes with a discussion of some of our assumptions along with a description
of work to be done in the future.

2 Problem description
In this section we formalize the problem of call admission and resource allocation for multicast sessions. We begin with some notation:



A network is represented by a directed graph G(V; E )
with weights associated with links (edges) (Rl )l2E ,
Rl  0 corresponding to available resources; a link l
l
from A to B in G is denoted by A ,! B .

 M = (S; D; (Q(S; D))D2D ) denotes a multicast session where S is the source node, D = fD ; :::; DN g
is a set of N destination nodes and Q(S; D) is the
1

end-to-end QoS requirement for the (unicast) connection from S to D 2 D.

 T  G(V; E ) is a directed tree in G (the multicast
tree) corresponding to routes from S to all D 2 D.
 If a path exists from A to B in T , denoted by (A; B )
then L(A; B ) is the set of links, and N (A; B ) is the
set of nodes (including A and B ) on that path. Note
that if the path exists in T , it is unique. In the rest of
this paper we will consider only paths in T .
The static multicast call admission problem addressed in
this paper is the following:

Given a network G, a multicast session M, and
a multicast tree T , based on the available network resources (Rl )l2E , determine whether M
can be admitted on route T and, if so, reserve the
necessary network resources.
The dynamic multicast problem is a variation of the above
where receivers can join or leave anytime during the life of
the session. In this paper we address the static multicast
problem. The dynamic multicast problem is addressed in
[11].
In solving the above problem we make the following
assumptions:







The multicast tree T is known.
The QoS metric considered is additive: the end-to-end
guarantee on a path can be expressed as the sum of the
link guarantees on that path.
The resource needed by a session on a link is a fraction of the total link bandwidth.
Link resource requirements increase as link QoS requirements become more stringent.
Each node (router) includes a switch which is responsible for packet forwarding on all outgoing links, and
a control processor which is responsible for resource
bookkeeping and admission control.

3 Structured Solution
We present a two phase algorithm for performing call
admission of multicast sessions in a network. First, an allocation phase determines whether there are sufficient resources along the paths within T to the destinations in order to guarantee the end-to-end QoS requirements of M.
If the QoS requirements can be guaranteed, M is admitted
and the allocation phase performs an initial allocation of
resources to satisfy those requirements. A second, reclaim
phase is concerned with releasing some of the resources allocated in T by taking advantage of situations where different destinations share a path segment and require different
amounts of resources on that segment.

The allocation phase algorithm includes the following
functionally independent components:
1. A mechanism to relate the local QoS requirement to
the resource to be allocated at the link (Section 3.1);
2. A policy to map the end-to-end QoS requirement for
a single destination into local QoS requirements (Section 3.2).
The allocation phase algorithm is described in Section 3.3
and the reclaim phase algorithm in Section 3.4.

3.1

Mapping local QoS requirements to link resources

The mapping between local QoS requirement and resources at a link depends on the nature of the QoS (loss
probability, delay), the workload characteristics of the session (e.g. linear bounded arrival process (LBAP) [16], exponentially bounded burstiness (EBB) [20], on/off Markov
fluid [13, 9]) and the link scheduling policy (First Come
First Served (FCFS), Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS)
[16], Earliest Deadline First (EDF) [10]). We assume that
the link scheduling policy exhibits the following two properties. First, the link scheduling policy supports sessions
requiring different local QoS guarantees at a link. A second, highly desirable (but not mandatory) property is that
a newly accepted session does not affect any of the preexisting sessions’ QoS guarantees at a link. The Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) link scheduling policy
exhibits both properties, and will be part of our example in
Section 4.
Henceforth, we assume the existence of the following
functions:

Fl (Q) 7! T ; Hl (T ) 7! Q

where Q is the local QoS requirement at link l and T is the
amount of resources needed at l to guarantee Q, and Hl is
the inverse function of Fl (Hl = Fl,1 ).

3.2

Mapping end-to-end QoS to local QoS

In order to solve the problem of allocating resources at
the links given an end-to-end QoS requirement, we need
to first divide the end-to-end QoS requirement into local
QoS requirements (such that a session meeting every local QoS requirement will also meet the end-to-end QoS
requirement) and then determine the resources required at
each link in order to achieve the local QoS using the function Fl . QoS division is implemented in the following procedure:
C OMPUTE Q O S

PATH

(P; VP ; Q; (Ql )l2L(P ) )

(1)

which takes as input a path P = (A; D) in T , with attribute VP , and the end-to-end QoS requirement Q for P .
It outputs the local QoS requirements Ql for each l 2 L(P )

P

such that l2L(P ) Ql  Q and Fl (Ql )  Rl 8l 2 L(P )
where Rl is the amount of available resources at l. In many
cases we need the value Ql for only one link l 2 L(P ) or
a value QP that characterizes the QoS division on P (see
the end of Section 3.2.3 for the use of QP ). Given a path
P with attribute VP , a link l with attribute Vl , and the QoS
requirement Q for P as input, then the procedure:
C OMPUTE Q O S

LINK

(P; l; VP ; Vl ; Q; Ql; QP )

(2)

has in some cases (see Section 3.2.2) lower computational complexity than C OMPUTE Q O S PATH. The procedures C OMPUTE Q O S PATH and C OMPUTE Q O S LINK
and path and link attributes are described in Section 3.2.2
for several QoS division policies.

3.2.1 The calculus of QoS division

l

m

Let A ,! B ,! C be two adjacent links in network
G. If the QoS is packet loss probability, then an upper
bound on the end-to-end loss probability is:

Pr(loss(A; C )) < Pr(loss(A; B )) + Pr(loss(B; C ))
In the case that Pr(loss(A; C )) is small (< 10,2 ), this is a
tight bound. In this case we write Q(A; C )  Ql + Qm .
If the QoS is a constraint on packet delay, then

max delay(A; C ) = max delay(A; B )+ max delay(B; C )
and we write Q(A; C ) = Ql + Qm .

3.2.2 End-to-end QoS division policies
We describe two policies for dividing end-to-end QoS
requirements among the links on the end-to-end path. The
first policy attempts to divide the QoS requirements evenly
among the links, whereas the second allocates more stringent QoS requirements to links having more available resources.
Even division policy This policy allocates equal
shares of the end-to-end QoS among links on a path,
wherever possible. We begin by assuming that links
have sufficient resources to provide the local QoS
computed by the Even division policy.
In C OM PUTE Q O S PATH(P; VP ; Q; (Ql )l2L(P ) ), the end-to-end
QoS requirement Q on path P is divided into j L(P ) j
equal parts: Ql = Q= j L(P ) j; 8l 2 L(P ), using the path attribute VP =j L(P ) j.
In C OM PUTE Q O S LINK(P; l; VP ; Vl ; Q; Ql ; QP ) the outputs are
Ql = QP = Q= jL(P ) j for a specified l 2 L(P ). In
this computation only the path attribute is needed (VP =j
L(P ) j and Vl = ;).
The case where one or more links has an insufficient
amount of resources to accommodate an even division of
QoS is considered in [11].
Proportional division policy This policy is designed to
balance the loads on the links in the network over the long

term by allocating, for each new session, fewer resources
on those links that are more highly utilized and thus avoiding the formation of bottleneck links.
Let Ul be the utilization of link l 2 L(P ) (fraction
of resources that have been allocated), Ul+ = max(Ul ; )
(0 <   1, e.g.  = 0:0001) and Q be the end-to-end
QoS to be guaranteed on P . Then the QoS assigned to link
l 2 L(P ) will be:

Ql = Ul+ P Q

m2L(P ) Um

+

8l 2 L(P ) :

(3)

policy P on P 1 and P 2 .

P is said to be uniform if:
either Ql  Ql 8l 2 L(P \ P )
or Ql  Ql 8l 2 L(P \ P ) :
1

2

1

1

2

1

P

3.2.3

The uniformity property

The Even and Proportional division policies exhibit a
uniformity property that enables us to design an efficient
resource reclaim algorithm in Section 3.4.2. The formal
definition of the uniformity property follows:

P be a QoS division policy, P i =
i
(S; D ); i = 1; 2 be two paths sharing a common part
P 1 \ P 2 , Q(S; Di ); i = 1; 2 their end-to-end QoS requirements and (Qil )l2L(P i ) ; i = 1; 2 the results of applying the

Definition 1 Let

2

(4)

Q1= 4

S

1

1 A

3

3

1

1

3
3

A consequence of this allocation is that higher utilized links will be assigned less stringent QoS requirements (higher probability of packet loss or higher delay). This in turn will result in the reservation of
fewer resources on that link. Note that Ul+ has been
defined so as to avoid a possible division by zero.
C OMPUTE Q O S PATH(P; VP ; Q; (Ql )l2L(P ) ) has the path
+
attribute VP = (Um
)m2L(P ) , computing Ql as in
(3). C OMPUTE Q O S LINK(P; l; VP ; Vl ; Q; Ql ; QP ) has
+
the path attribute VP =
m2L(P ) Um and the link at+
tribute Vl = Ul . QP is set equal to Ql , which is computed
as in (3).
For all the above QoS division policies, observe that,
given a path (A; C ) and B 2 N (A; C ) we have that
VA;B + VB;C = VA;C , which is used in the algorithms
in Section 3.4.
Division policies for QoS classes In the previous QoS
division policies we have assumed that a QoS guarantee
can take an arbitrary value within an interval on the real
line. There are systems (as in the example in Section 4)
where the QoS guarantee can only take one of a finite set
of values. Consider the case where Ql can take the values
q1;l >    > qL;l > 0 at link l, each value corresponding
to a QoS class j = 1; ::; L. The Even and Proportional
division policies can easily be modified to accommodate a
finite number of QoS values by truncating each QoS result
to the closest smaller value in the set (and thus the end-toend QoS is still guaranteed). In this case, if Ql is the value
obtained by a division policy and if qi;l < Ql < qi+1;l for
some i then qi;l is the QoS actually allocated on l.

2

D1
D2

Q2= 12

Figure 1: An example of uniform QoS division
Uniformity is exemplified in Fig. 1 where the local QoS
requirement (=1) from the path (S; D1 ) is less than that
from path (S; D2 ) (=3) for each shared link (i.e. links on
(S; A)). We prove the following in [11]:
Theorem 1 The Even and Proportional division policies
are uniform division policies.
The Even and Proportional QoS division policies also
exhibit the uniformity property when there are a finite number of QoS classes.
The above uniformity property allows us to introduce an
ordering among paths.
Definition 2 In the context of a uniform division policy,
P 1 is less than P 2 , denoted P 1  P 2 if

9l 2 L(P \ P ) s:t: Ql < Ql
1

2

1

2

Given a set of paths, the path in the set that is minimum
with respect to the relation  yields the most stringent
QoS requirement on their common part. We refer to this
path as critical and we use this concept in Section 3.4.2.
Given the set of paths (P D )D2Dl that share link l, if either Even or Proportional QoS division is performed on
each of them, then the critical path is the one having the
minimum QoS path characteristic QP D derived by C OM PUTE Q O S LINK.

3.3 The allocation phase: admission control and
resource reservation
In the static multicast problem, an entire multicast session M is presented to the network to be established.
The allocation phase is responsible for determining
whether there are sufficient resources at the links of the
multicast tree T such that the multicast session M can
be admitted. If M is admitted, a sufficient amount of resources is allocated at the links in T .

Here we outline the allocation algorithm; centralized
and distributed versions are described in detail in [11].
This algorithm is an extension, to multicast sessions, of
a scheme proposed for unicast sessions in [10]. It starts
by reserving enough resources to accommodate the tightest QoS achievable at each link of the multicast tree T
(essentially peak rate) and checks if the end-to-end QoS
thus obtained is no worse than the required one, for each
receiver D 2 D. For the receivers whose QoS requirements cannot be satisfied, the corresponding resources are
released. For each satisfiable receiver, its QoS requirement
is mapped into QoS requirements for each link on the path.
Finally, a link shared by multiple sender-receiver paths is
assigned the tightest (minimum) local QoS requirement.
This algorithm has a transactional form, is deadlock free
and the transient over-reservation of resources does not
significantly impact the network (see [11] for details). Observe that, after assigning the minimum of QoS on a shared
link, at least one sender-receiver path containing that link
has more resources allocated than necessary to guarantee
its end-to-end QoS requirement. The reclaim of such resources in excess is the objective of the reclaim phase.

3.4

QoS requirements (2.b) and assigning the tightest (minimum) QoS to links on their common part (2.c), we have
Q(S; D2 ) = 1 + 1 + 3 + 3 = 8 < Q2 . We can reclaim
some resources on (A; D2 ): Q(A; B ) = Q(B; D2 ) =
(12 , 2)=2 = 5 (2.d).

DA ; VS;A ; Q(S; A); (VS;D )D2D ;
(Vm )m2T ; (Q(S; D))D2D ; output: (Ql; Tl )l2TA )
1 for l outgoing link from A do
l
2
if l is a leaf link in T , A ,! D
3
then Ql
Q(S; D) , Q(S; A)
4
Tl F (Ql )
5
else for D 2 Dl do
6
VA;D VS;D , VS;A
7
C OMPUTE Q O S LINK((A;D); l; VA;D ; Vl ;
Q(S; D) , Q(S; A); QDl ; Q(A;D))
8
Ql minD2Dl QDl
9
Tl F (Ql )
l
10
let B be s.t. A ,! B
11
Q(S; B ) Q(S; A) + Ql
12
VS;B VS;A + VA;B
13
G ENERAL RECLAIMER(B; DB ; VS;B ; Q(S; B );
(VS;D )D2D ; (Vm )m2T ; (Q(S; D))D2D ; (Ql ; Tl )l2TB )
G ENERAL RECLAIMER(input: A;

The reclaim phase: releasing resources allocated in excess

Once the allocation phase is successfully completed (the
multicast session is accepted) the source can start transmitting user data. At the same time, the resources allocated
in excess on the multicast tree can be reclaimed without
interfering with the user traffic.

3.4.1

The general algorithm
Q1= 4

Q1= 4
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Figure 3: The general reclaim algorithm
The reclaim algorithm is given in Fig. 3. The algorithm
takes as input a multicast tree rooted at A (denoted by TA )
and the associated end-to-end QoS constraints, and outputs
the minimal resource allocation (Tl )l needed to guarantee
the given QoS requirements. For each link l outgoing from
A in T , G ENERAL RECLAIMER first allocates resources
to guarantee the tightest QoS requirement at link l (lines 59) and then calls itself recursively for l’s destination node
(lines 10-13). To reclaim the resources allocated in excess
for the entire tree T , the procedure call is:

(S; D; VS;S ; Q(S; S ); (VS;D )D2D ;
(Vm )m2T ; (Q(S; D))D2D ; (Ql )l2T ; (Tl )l2T ) ;

G ENERAL

D1
D2

Q2= 12
d) After reclaim phase

RECLAIMER

where the values for VS;D ; D 2 D are known from the allocation phase and VS;S and Q(S; S ) are both zero. Taking
N =jDj as the number of destinations and M =jT j as the
number of links in the multicast tree, we show in [11] that
G ENERAL RECLAIMER has a worst case running time of
O(NM ).

3.4.2 An improved algorithm
Figure 2: An example of resource allocation and reclaim
The opportunity for resource reclaim phase is exemplified in Fig. 2 where paths (S; D1 ) and (S; D2 ) partially overlap (2.a). After an Even division of end-to-end

The complexity of G ENERAL RECLAIMER can be reduced if the QoS division policy is uniform. Defining
a critical path in T being the set of links in T that get
their tightest QoS requirement from the same (“critical”)
receiver, we show in [11] that if the QoS division policy

A
E

S
B

D
F

Critical paths: (S,E), (A,D), (B,F)

Figure 4: A tree partitioned into critical paths
is uniform then T is partitioned in critical paths (see for
an example Fig. 4). The complexity is reduced in I M PROVED RECLAIMER by computing the resource allocation once per critical path rather than once per link as in
G ENERAL RECLAIMER.

D; (VS;D )D2D ; (Vm )m2T ;
(Q(S; D))D2D ; output: (Ql ; Tl )l2T )
1 while 9 unmarked outgoing link from S (let C = S )
or 9 a branching node C with marked incoming link
I MPROVED RECLAIMER(input: S;

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

and unmarked outgoing link(s) do
for l unmarked outgoing link from C do
for D
l do

2D

VC;D

VS;D , VS;C

C OMPUTE Q O S LINK((C; D); l; VC;D ; Vl ;

Q(S; D) , Q(S; C ); QDl ; Q(C;D))

let E s.t. Q(C;E ) = minD2Dl Q(C;D)
C OMPUTE Q O S PATH((C; E ); (Vm )m2L(C;E ) ;

Q(S; E ) , Q(S; C ); (QEm )m2L(C;E))
for n 2 L(C; E ) do
Tn F (QEn )
n
let A; B s.t. A ,! B
Q(S; B ) Q(S; A) + QEn
VS;B VS;A + VA;B
mark(n)

4 A complete example
In this section we will illustrate the behavior of the various mechanisms with an application. We then evaluate by
simulation the effectiveness of resource allocation under
the Even and Proportional division policies with and without resource allocation. The network consists of nodes
that use Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) as the link
scheduling policy among L classes of sessions (the same
set of classes is used for all links in the network). Class k is
characterized by the packet loss probability qk that is guaranteed at each node for all sessions admitted in that class.
All packets from sessions within a class at a link are serviced using FIFO scheduling using a common buffer with
capacity Bk .
We take as the source traffic for multicast sessions,
packetized voice modeled as i.i.d. on/off Markov fluids
[4] sending data with a constant rate r during the “on” period and not sending anything during the “off” period. The
durations of the “on” and “off” periods are exponential random variables with means 1= and 1= respectively. We
show in [11] based on [13, 5] that in order to guarantee the
loss probability qk at a link, it is sufficient to reserve the
following effective bandwidth at that link:

F (qk ) =

, log qk r ,  ,  +
Bk

q,

qk
2
( log
Bk r ,  + ) + 4

qk
2 , log
Bk

(5)

Given a link with available capacity a and a new session
that requires the loss probability qk at that link, the session
can be admitted at that link if F (qk )  a. After the resource reservation, the new available capacity of the link
becomes a , F (qk ).

4.1 Simulations

Figure 5: The improved reclaim algorithm

The improved reclaim algorithm given in Fig. 5 starts
with the critical paths containing S , divides the QoS requirement and allocates resources for all of its links and
marks them as processed. The remaining unmarked forest
is then considered, another critical path that starts with a
node from a processed path is selected and the procedure
is repeated until all of T is processed.
We prove in [11] that I MPROVED RECLAIMER reduces
the worst case running time to O(N 2 + M ) from O(NM )
for G ENERAL RECLAIMER. This reduction is important
since, in general, the number of leaves (N ) of a tree is significantly less than the number of links (M ) in that tree.

Figure 6: The T3 MBone

The simulations are performed in the context of an existing multicast network topology: the Internet multicast
backbone (MBone) as of January 1995, restricted to its T3
(45Mb/s) bidirectional links (Fig. 6). We assume that only
5% of the T3 capacity is used for voice multicast applications, so each unidirectional link will have a bandwidth

:

of c = 2:25Mb=s allocated for multicast sessions. Multicast sessions are generated according to a Poisson process
with parameter and their durations are exponentially distributed with mean 1= .  = = characterizes the load
offered to the network, i.e. the average number of multicast sessions that would exist at any time in an infinite resource network. Each multicast session has its source and
destinations chosen with equal probability from the nodes
of the network. The number of destinations is uniformly
distributed in the range 1; ::; 16. The sessions’ arrival process is an on/off Markov fluid modelling packetized voice
having: mean “on” time 1= = 0:352s, mean “off” time
1= = 0:650s, and peak rate r = 32Kb=s, values often used in the literature [4]. Each class has a buffer capacity of B = 30Kb. The end-to-end loss probability
for each source-destination pair is 10,a where the exponent a is uniformly distributed in the range [1; 3]. Each
node has 10 QoS classes corresponding to the bandwidths
17; 18: : : :; 26Kb/s that covers the range of loss probability of [10,7 ; 10,1 ]. We can see that in this case the relative
over-reservation of bandwidth due to admission in the next
QoS class is less than 6%. We use the method of independent replications and the confidence intervals in Fig. 7
have 90% confidence level. The same series of multiBlocking probability of the network
using various division policies
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Figure 7: The blocking probability v.s. offered load
Relative gain in blocking probability
upon nonreclaimed Even division
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Figure 8: The relative gain
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cast calls are simulated under four scenarios: Even division policy (Section 3.2.2) and Proportional division policy
(Section 3.2.2) with and without the reclaim phase (Section 3.4). Fig. 7 shows the network’s call rejection probability as a function of the offered load , and Fig. 8 shows
the relative difference in the performance of reclaimed
Even, non-reclaimed Proportional and reclaimed Proportional with respect to non-reclaimed Even as a function of
offered load. We can see that both the reclaimed Even division and non-reclaimed Proportional division bring significant gain (lower blocking probability) compared to the
non-reclaimed Even division. This gain is further increased
if we combine the two in the reclaimed Proportional division, as seen in Fig. 8 that plots the relative gain.

5 Discussions, conclusions and future work
We have developed solutions to the problems of call admission control and resource reservation for a multicast application once a route (multicast tree) has been chosen. The
algorithm consists of two phases. The first is responsible
for determining whether or not the call can be accepted
and, if so, reserving sufficient resources to guarantee the
QoS requirements. As the resource allocation is based on
considering the multicast session as a set of unicast sessions, the reclaim phase is responsible for refining the allocation by accounting for the fact that different destinations
which share a path segment may differ in their local QoS
requirements on this segment. A set of efficient reclaim
algorithms based on the uniformity property exhibited by
the Even and Proportional QoS division policies was presented. A preliminary evaluation of these algorithms was
presented in a stochastic GPS network, where it was observed that the reclaimed Proportional QoS division policy
provides a 20% to 60% decrease in call rejection probability compared to other policies.
Although we used packet loss probability as the QoS
metric in our example, all of the algorithms apply equally
as well in the case that the QoS metric is maximum packet
delay. Furthermore, the algorithms can be applied to QoS
metrics such as the probability that the end-to-end delay
exceeds a known quantity and a bound on delay jitter with
minor modifications. Our allocation and reclaim algorithms can be extended to be receiver oriented (where receivers initiate their join/leave to the multicast session) and
to be distributed (where the computations and necessary
data for allocation and reclaim of resources are distributed
in the nodes of the multicast tree). This is the subject of
our ongoing research. Also open for future investigation
is the analysis of new QoS division policies. Even though
the Proportional division policy has proven better than the
Even division, we believe that some nonlinear dependencies of resource allocation with the link utilization would
result in an even better network blocking probability. An-

other interesting direction of study is the behavior of various QoS division policies in the context of session correlations as is the case of filters proposed by RSVP.
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